●Key points of 1H financial results are as shown in the slide.
●Sales continued to recover both overseas and in Japan.
●Demand for our solutions is robust, and we have steadily captured this demand.
●Let me explain below that on a quarterly basis, the situations overseas and in
Japan differ.
●Overseas sales in Q1 reached a record high, driven by robust industries and by
special demand for printers. In Japan, markets and industries showed mixed signs
of recovery, and consumables recovered ahead of mechatronics.
●Overseas sales remained strong in Q2, but the YoY growth was moderate
compared to Q1 due to the dissipation of special printer demand in Q1. In Japan,
while the overall recovery continued, some markets have recovered to levels before
the pandemic. Results were in line with initial expectations.
●The key point of profits is that in Q2, the risks that may well affect results have
emerged. On the other hand, we steadily conducted activities focused on robust
industries and basic strategies such as investments for growth.
●The aforementioned risks include increases in the cost of electronic components
for printers, raw materials for labels, and shipping costs of products. In addition,
due to the lock-down by the spread of pandemic, there was a supply constraint due
to a significant decrease in operation at overseas printer factories.
●Strategy to focus on robust industries was steadily carried out, while GPM
temporarily declined due to the impact of product mix changes resulting from the
earlier recovery in the less profitable consumables. In addition, there was a
rebound in operating expenses due to higher levels of sales activities.
●To summarize, although sales grew in response to strong demand, risks with
impact on profits emerged from Q2, such as increases in manufacturing costs and
constraints on the supply of products.
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●Highlights for 1H are as described in the slide.
●On a consolidated basis, sales and operating income increased YoY due
to focus on robust industries both overseas and in Japan. However, in Q2
alone, sales were firm, but OI was flat due to increased costs and
investments for growth.
●Overseas sales and OI in the Auto-ID solutions business increased in all
regions.
●In the Base business, the retail market targeted in Europe and the U.S.
continued to be robust. In Asia, sales and OI grew, mainly in the
targeted manufacturing market.
●Primary Labels business continued to perform well in the daily life
infrastructure industry.
●Sales and OI also increased in Japan.
●Overall, the recovery continued, but with mixed results depending on
industries.
●In Q2 alone, despite strong sales, OI declined due to higher costs and
increased investments for growth, as well as increases in import costs
due to the depreciation of the yen.
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●The main figures highlighted in the previous slide are shown in the
table.
●In 1H, consolidated sales and operating income exceeded targets by
6.3% and 15.8%, respectively, mainly due to higher sales and OI in the
overseas business.
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●Here are sales and operating income for Q2 alone.
●In the Auto-ID solutions business, while sales rose, OI declined due to
rising material and shipping costs of products.
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●This is the quarterly trend of consolidated sales and operating income.
●OI in Q2 alone, including the IDP business, was -1.0% YoY. Excluding
the IDP business, which has had an operating loss, Auto-ID solutions
alone was -11.5%.
●This is attributable to cost increases in such things as raw materials as
explained on the "Summary" page.
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●These are the consolidated results for 1H.
●Higher sales and OI were mainly driven by overseas business.
●The main reason for the substantial decrease in net income YoY was
that in Sep. 2020, due to the transfer of all DataLase's shares, the
Company posted in Q2 FY2020 an adjustment for corporate tax related
to the DataLase's write-down in FY2019.
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●These are consolidated results for Q2 alone.
●Although sales grew steadily compared to 1H in total, operating income
was flat due to cost increases.
●The reason for the sharp YoY decline in net income is the same as in
the previous slide.
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●From here on, we will explain each situation in Q2 alone.
●In Q2, overseas sales grew steadily and rose in all regions, but
operating income increased only marginally.
●This was mainly attributable to an increase in manufacturing costs and
a decrease in GPM due to a change in the product mix of consumables
and printers.
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●This is the quarterly trend in the overseas business.
●Sales did not reach this year's Q1, but they were the second highest on
record.
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●This slide explains the trends in overseas Base and Primary Labels
business for Q2 alone.
●In the Base business, consumables sales grew in the Americas and
Europe due to a significant increase in logistics volume in the targeted
retail markets and a continued recovery in production by customers in
manufacturing in Asia.
●Sales of printers grew by capturing customer demand in the targeted
robust industries and by using air freights, despite supply constraints on
some models.

●Growth in operating income was limited due to an increase in the sales
mix of consumables with relatively low GPM, constraints on the supply of
printers, and rising raw material prices.
●In the Primary Labels business, sales grew thanks to the robust
performance of the daily life infrastructure industry and the rebound in
consumer activities as a result of the economic recovery, as well as
progress in customer cultivation activities, including the acquisition of
new projects from existing customers.
●The Company has long been working to reduce costs, but OI declined
due to the impact of rising raw material prices in all regions.
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●This is the quarterly trend overseas by segment.
●Base business sales were the second highest on record following Q1.
On the other hand, as explained in the previous slide, the YoY growth in
operating income was limited due to the rise in various costs.
●Primary Labels business sales were at a record high, while OI declined
YoY due to rising costs.
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●From here, we will explain Q2 results overseas by region.
●In the Americas, sales were up and OI down in Q2 alone.
●In the Base business, consumables sales to major customers in the
robust retail market grew significantly, while supply constraints restricted
sales of printers.
●We are working to pass on cost increases to customers in response to
rising prices of raw materials such as raw paper, and the effects are
expected to be felt from 2H onwards.
●SG&A expenses rose YoY due to brisk sales activities.
●Primary Labels business continued to enjoy strong demand resulting in
sales and OI growth.
●OI growth was limited, however, due to higher costs and forex impacts,
despite efforts to pass on costs.
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●This is the quarterly trend in the Americas.
●Primary Labels business sales were the second highest ever, after Q1
this FY, reflecting strong demand.
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●Europe saw higher sales and lower OI in Q2 alone.
●In the Base business, sales increased by capturing demand from
targeted supermarkets and the restaurant industry.
●In particular, demand for printers and labels expanded in preparation
for the enforcement of food labeling regulations in the UK, while like in
the Americas, there was a supply constraint on printers, an increase in
raw material prices, and an increase in SG&A expenses YoY in Europe as
well.
●Primary Labels business performed well, as in the Americas, but OI
declined due to higher costs stemming from a manufacturing capacity
upgrade in line with business expansion and an increase in SG&A
expenses.
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●This is the quarterly trend in Europe.
●Primary Labels business sales were at a quarterly record high,
reflecting strong demand as in the Americas.
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●In Asia and Oceania, sales and OI increased in Q2 alone.
●In the Base business, sales grew at all sales subsidiaries.
●Recovery was led by the targeted manufacturing industries, with
automobiles and electrical and electronic components performing strongly.
●By sales subsidiary, in addition to China and Argox in Taiwan, sales
were particularly strong in Thailand, Indonesia, and New Zealand.
●Thanks to the impact of higher sales, the operating income margin
improved 4.2 percentage points, from 6.3% to 10.5%.
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●This is the quarterly trend in Asia and Oceania.
●Sales reached a record high on a quarterly basis thanks to the focus on
the manufacturing market where SATO can leverage its strengths.
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●In the Japan business, although there were one-off demand and largescale projects in the same period of the previous FY, demand in robust
industries was strong enough to result in an increase in sales.
●The degree of recovery in each market by industry remains mixed.
●Growth in printer sales to industries with relatively low prices, such as
supermarkets, brought mechatronics GPM lower, as the Company
strategically stepped up efforts in robust industries.
●SG&A expenses rose due to higher shipping costs stemming from
increased air freights to meet requested delivery schedules by customers,
and a rebound in operating expenses, resulting in a decline in OI in Q2
alone.
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●In Japan, sales increased but operating income decreased QoQ due to
an increase in various costs, as explained in previous slides.
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●1H trends by market saw recoveries in logistics, retail, and the public
sector to match FY2019 levels or higher.
●On the other hand, the recovery in the manufacturing and healthcare
markets, which have relatively high GPM, is expected to take time.
●Key points by market will be explained in the following slides on Q2
alone.
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●Sales for each market in Japan are as follows.
●Manufacturing: Electronic components and chemicals performed well in
both consumables and mechatronics, while automobiles, electrical
machinery and steel struggled, particularly in mechatronics, due to a
shortage of components such as semiconductors.
●Although the number and amount of business negotiations in the
manufacturing market are similar to those before the pandemic, the
degree of recovery in investment appetite remains mixed for each
company even in same industries.

●Logistics: Both consumables and mechatronics grew due to a
continuing increase in logistics volume driven by the brisk e-commerce
industry and firm demand for automation and digitization.
●Retail: Mechatronics grew significantly, as supermarket performance
remained robust and demand for automation continued due to labor
shortages in retail industries shifting to e-commerce.
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●Healthcare: Consumables used by medical device manufacturers and
hospitals grew as the number of outpatients to hospitals which enjoys a
high percentage of sales recovered. Mechatronics declined due to the
absence of large-scale business orders for the pharmaceutical industry in
the previous FY.
●Food: Despite an overall recovery trend, consumables declined slightly,
and mechatronics to a larger extent due to reduced customer activities
as a result of the State of Emergency. However, business negotiations for
traceability and operational efficiency are increasing against the backdrop
of legal compliance requirements and heightened awareness of quality
control.
●Public sector: The business environment remains stable, but results are
affected by trends in large orders. Consumables rose as a result of
multiple new projects. Mechatronics grew significantly due to orders from
large customers.
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●With regard to dividends, after comprehensively considering
investments that contribute to future growth and the securing of reserves
that are deemed necessary to cope with uncertainty, the Company plans
to continue paying a stable dividend, totaling JPY 70 for FY2021,
consisting of an interim dividend of JPY 35 and a year-end payment of
JPY 35.
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●These are the consolidated forecasts for FY2021 (Figures in
parentheses are initial plans).
●For the full FY, sales were revised upward, while operating income and
other profits were left unchanged.
●This means for 2H, sales were revised upward, while OI and other
profits were revised downward. Sales are expected to grow due to
continued robust demand, while forecasts for operating income and other
profits incorporate risks that were not foreseen at the beginning of the FY.
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●Here are factors behind the outlook for an OI decline in 2H and short
and medium to long-term countermeasures.
●Explained below are the costs that were not expected at the beginning
of the FY as factors behind the forecast for a decline in profits.
●What relates to printers is an increase in manufacturing and shipping
costs. Details are described on the next slide.
●Regarding labels, prices of raw materials such as raw paper are rising.
●SG&A expenses are expected to increase due to the wider scope of the
strategic DX investment.
●There are 3 measures to deal with these unexpected costs.
●The first is to accelerate proposals of high-value-added solutions to
industries that have performed well as we have been doing since the
previous FY. Examples will be discussed later. In addition, we will work to
expand sales of printers by accelerating replacement, which tend to
deliver quick results.
●Second, we intend to move forward with passing on cost increases and
to wisely control SG&A expenses.
●The third point is to strengthen the profitability of the Japan business,
which has been in the works since 2H of the previous FY. This is an effort
to transform ourselves into a company structured to withstand
unexpected circumstances such as the recent one, not only for this FY
but also for the future.
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●Regarding the outlook for a decline in profits for 2H mentioned on the
previous slide, factors related to printers are shown here. The left side
shows external factors, and the blue portion shows the impact on SATO.
●Increases in shipping and manufacturing costs stem from 3 external
factors: strong demand, lock-downs, and shortage of semiconductors.
●Lock-downs directly leads to reduced capacity utilization of our plants
in Malaysia and Vietnam, leading to higher shipping costs from using air
freights to meet delivery demands.
●Lock-downs have affected not only our factories but also the supplier
factories, causing reductions in the supply of existing parts and materials
and longer delivery times. This leads to a decrease in the operation of
our factories.
●Shortages in semiconductors have caused the decrease in supply and
longer delivery times of existing components, leading to a decrease in the
operation of our plants, the purchase of components whose market
prices have soared, and the securing of alternative ones.
●The purchase of these components will increase manufacturing costs,
and the securing of alternative parts will also require a change in mother
board design, which also leads to an increase in manufacturing costs.
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●This section shows the expected impact of factors and countermeasures discussed
earlier in terms of scale and timeframe, and explains them separately in terms of gross
profit and SG&A expenses.
●Overall, factors accountable for the decline in profits are expected to expand in 2H but
the main ones to recede thereafter, and the effects of countermeasures are expected to
grow largely after Q4.
●The details are as follows.
●For gross profit, higher manufacturing costs of printers will have a major impact. The
impact has been felt in Q2 and will likely increase in 2H, and may continue into FY2022.
●Raw material price increases for labels are also expected to weigh significantly. The
impact has emerged in Q2 and may rise further in 2H and continue thereafter.
●The first countermeasure is to create new business leads through the proposal of
high-value-added solutions and to close them in a timely fashion by enhancing the
prospects. At the same time, we will focus on replacing printers to enjoy benefits at an
early stage. The impact of these measures are moderate, and the effects are expected
to gradually emerge from Q3 and peak for FY2021 in Q4.
●The second is the passing on of cost increases to customers and cost reduction of
printers and labels. This impact is significant, and we intend to expand activities in steps.
●As for SG&A expenses, there is a medium impact expected from an increase in
shipping costs for printers. Impacts are seen from Q2 and expected to peak in 2H with
little lasting damage.
●The impact of expanding the scope of strategic investments is likely to be medium,
and is expected to occur only in 2H of this FY.
●The countermeasure here is the efficient execution of SG&A expenses, and the
Company will undertake multifaceted initiatives such as scrutinizing and reviewing
development costs and improving efficiency by innovating work styles. The impact is
thought to be large, and the urgent scheme is limited to 2H. However, we will continue
to focus on strengthening the profitability of the Japan business going forward.
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●These are examples of high-value-added solutions targeted at robust
industries and applications.
●Off-price retailers in the U.S. are discount stores with robust
performance despite difficult economic situations amid the pandemic.
While volume is significantly increasing, it is difficult to hire staff, and
there are persistent needs to improve productivity. For this reason,
demand for printers and labels is strong in tagging applications at
distribution centers. We are also proceeding with large-scale automation
projects.
●In Europe, the Company is focusing on the fast-food industry. This is
because, as in the UK, tougher food labeling regulations are making
inroads throughout Europe and demand for printers and labels is strong.
We are efficiently expanding sales in Europe by incorporating software
vendors as partners.
●In Japan, the Company is capturing existing and new customers by
differentiating its one-stop printing and cloud solutions that integrate and
provide a variety of in-store applications to the robust supermarket
industry.
●The electrical and electronics industries are also high flying due to the
spread of 5G and remote working. The number of parts of products has
dramatically increased through function enhancement and shorter life
cycles, and parts management has become complicated. Even large
companies are facing tedious manual operations of inventory control
associated with manufacturing processes and are seeking solutions
utilizing RFIDs.
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●This slide is about measures to strengthen the profitability of the Japan business.
●It is essential to build an organization that sales representatives can concentrate
on cultivating new and deeper business with core customers in targeted industries.
To this end, we have reviewed our internal value chain and will promote activities
in which more employees increase points of contact with customers, thereby
enhancing added value and productivity per person. There are 4 actual measures.
●The first is reforming the sales structure. Continuing from 1H, we will create
business leads derived from marketing activities and promote business through
maintenance and SE staff. This is to optimize the operations handled by sales by
sharing them according to functionality.

●Second, for everyone to efficiently proceed with business negotiations,
strengthening “unbeatable offerings," or product lineup, is indispensable.
For example, consumables combining both UHF and NFC-equipped RFID and
temperature logger functions, which were launched in 1H and can be utilized across
industries, have enabled us to propose differentiated solutions, leading to creation
of many other business leads.
●The third is the optimization of the internal value chain. For example, we will
consolidate back-office operations, which had been handled by sales offices, and
the follow-up of small-lot customers into operation centers. In this way, we will
establish a system that enables sales office personnel to concentrate on targeted
customers.
●The fourth is cost reduction that will make factories smarter based on targets set
by our production division. In addition, we will continue to improve efficiency
through carefully planned capital investment considering demand and productivity,
automate production processes, and optimize purchasing.
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